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In all the marketing roles you’ve 
held, you’ve probably seen dozens 
of different documents relating to 
content strategy.

But according to The Content Marketing Institute’s 
B2C Content Marketing 2020 report, only 33% of B2C 
marketers have detailed theirs. So do you have it? If so, 
which file is it?

The main cause of the confusion, and the resulting lack 
of cohesive plans, is disparate inputs. Brand teams, social 
media specialists and SEO experts – everyone comes at 
it with a slightly different, overlapping and sometimes 
contradictory slant.

If you have goals, insights and messages flying at you 
from all angles, and it’s your job to align and prioritise 
them, you need a central content strategy toolkit: a 
framework of resources to focus thinking and a shared 
language to cut through blank stares. 

Sound good? Follow our simple ABC structure to start 
building yours. We’ll help you check off what you have 
and clearly articulate what you need…
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https://contentmarketinginstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/2020_B2C_Research_Final.pdf
https://contentmarketinginstitute.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/12/2020_B2C_Research_Final.pdf


AUDIENCE
Q: Why do my audiences need content? 

Skip this question and you’ll feel it. In wasted money, poor results and awkward 
meetings. 

It’s so much easier to build a relationship with someone once you’ve established 
the common ground; the type of interaction they’re comfortable with and what 
they’ll relate to or benefit from.   

Start every project here – with intel on the people who will make or break it – and 
you’ll be able to answer any ‘why?’ with confidence. Then treat each interaction as 
an opportunity to colour in your personas and fine-tune your strategy. 

Digital profiles of the people you want 
to engage, based on interests, online 
behaviour and the context in which 
they consume content. 

DIGITAL PERSONAS

An overview of seasonal demand and 
the types of engagement triggers that 
present your best opportunities to 
engage with target audiences. 

ENGAGEMENT TRIGGERS

Lay the foundations of your 
toolkit with:
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BRAND
Q: Why does my brand need content? 

A clear mandate for all planners and creatives on what 
you want content to do for your business and how you’ll 
measure performance of content by target audience. 

CONTENT GOALS & KPIS

A framework by which to assess the performance of 
content against goals and KPIs to help optimise content 
programmes and adjust priorities.

MEASUREMENT FRAMEWORKS

Strip away the jargon and it’s simple: To help you build an 
audience and maintain relationships with people who can 
benefit from your offering. 

So knowing what they’re after, and when and how they 
make decisions, will help you define the role your content 
can play. And crucially, what your goals and measures of 
success might look like. 

For example, if your goal as a B2B brand is to grow 
qualified leads and you know your audience prefer 
personalised, one-on-one communication, email capture 
could be a good key performance indicator (KPI). For 
post-purchase goals, such as customer satisfaction and 
lifetime value, email clickthrough and survey results will 
help you keep track of whether your investment is paying 
off. 

SEO and social media campaigns are a natural B2C focus 
when you’re looking to attract new customers by growing 
awareness. Though rankings, non-brand traffic, views, 
likes, shares, click-throughs and referrals are pretty empty 
metrics if treated as an end in themselves. 

Keep asking yourself and your colleagues: how are those 
rankings helping to grow our business? What are we 
doing with that visibility? Is that coveted ranking position 
more than a vanity metric?

Chances are you’ll want to keep the conversation going, 
leave a good impression and influence people when 
they’re actively considering their choices. So brand traffic 
(that validates your awareness efforts), engaged time and 
onward journey are ones to obsess over if you want to 
nurture and secure leads.

For your toolkit, you’ll need…

What you want a reader to think and feel is much harder 
to measure, but also important to define to focus creative 
and kick out off-kilter ideas. 
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CONTENT
Q: What content should I create to engage my target 
audiences and drive business value?

‘Good content’, ‘the right content’ – it’s all super subjective and, as everyone has an opinion on it, a common cause of 
internal conflict. 

But much less so if you have audience and brand needs locked down and documented guidance that focuses actions to 
positively impact both. 

These planning and production resources distil the details 
of what you need to create to meet your goals, helping you 
brief creative and validate and filter ideas. They’ll save you 
time planning, uploading and categorising content; making 
it easier for both humans and machines to find, understand 
and navigate the content you’ve worked hard to create for 
them.

You’ll get here through stakeholder interviews, onsite 
and network audits, competitor reviews and content gap 
analysis. And this view of what you’re up against in the 
battle for online attention will also help you set realistic 
targets and focuses for your different content streams. 
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A one-pager summarising your content strategy diagnosis – a 
clear definition of the nature of your challenge, a guiding policy 
approach to overcoming it, and coherent actions that will help. 

A subset of themes that represent your unique brand 
positioning, categorised by audiences and KPIs to focus 
content research and planning, and to help identify areas for 
improvement when reviewing performance. 

Think of these pillars as the trunks of your content trees, from 
which topics form the branches.

A clear view of why your content exists for your audience – who 
they are, what you’re offering and the outcome for them – to 
focus planners and creatives and help filter ideas. 

(If you have disparate target audiences, e.g. B2C and B2B, you 
might have a separate content mission statement for each.)
 

CONTENT STRATEGY KERNEL

CONTENT PILLARS

CONTENT MISSION STATEMENT

The essentials are…



CONTENT

The specific topics on which to map audiences, triggers, 
channels, formats, authors and voice to make an impact through 
content. And the connections between these to build your 
content ecosystem in a way that makes sense to both your 
audience and business. 

Bespoke templates that mirror audience intent and streamline 
your content briefing and uploading processes. And IA 
recommendations to help develop a network of content that 
speaks to your audience’s needs, with best-practice guidance 
on how to strengthen content ties through internal linking 
and tagging.

A model that clarifies stakeholder roles in content projects – 
who’s responsible, accountable, consulted and informed at 
different stages of the planning and production process – and a 
central view of schedules. 

And frameworks to streamline content validation, commission 
and production processes, helping focus investment on ideas 
that have impact. 

A guide arming planners and creatives with the direction and 
considerations they need to engage specific audiences through 
distribution channels. Your playbook matches audiences with 
channels, content pillars, topics, formats and tone to help focus 
both content promotion plans and native content creation.

Guidelines for creatives to keep all brand communication 
consistently authentic, reflective of your audience and 
differentiated from your competition, distilling personality, tone, 
rhythm and vocabulary. 

CONTENT TOPICS CONTENT STRUCTURE TEMPLATES 
AND INFORMATION ARCHITECTURE (IA) 
RECOMMENDATIONS

PLANNING AND PRODUCTION 
PROCESSES

PLATFORM PLAYBOOK

BRAND VOICE GUIDELINES
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Need help identifying or understanding the insights that 
shape your content strategy? 

Get in touch with our content team on
results@icrossing.co.uk.




